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Bikepack X Waterproof
Large waterproof bikepacking saddle bag that can be mounted and 

removed in a flash without needing to fasten countless straps. Simply 

click the bag onto the Contour Saddle Adapter and fix the Velcro loop 

around the seatpost, the bag sits securely without swinging. Through 

this attachment paired with the stable internal structure Bikepack X bags 

have a higher load capacity of up to 4kg. The volume can be varied by 

the practical roll closure between 8 and 10L, so that the contents in the 

padded main compartment are protected from slipping. The combination 

of lamp holder and reflector provides better visibility.  

 

76 x 18 x 21cm, 750g, 8-10L, 4kg max. Available February 2023.

Bikepack Waterproof – for Handlebar Adapter
Waterproof handlebar bag for bikepacking and touring, which com-

bines classic roll bag design with the fast and secure mounting on the 

Handlebar Adapter. The spacious main compartment is accessible via two 

side roll closures, which also allow the variable packing volume from 6 to 

12L. A rain jacket or other things that should be quickly accessible can be 

stowed outside under the luggage spider.  

The reflector on the front provides good visibility. Suitable for straight 

handlebars or drop bars from 42cm width. 

 

Ø 18 x 36cm, 670g, 6-12L, 7kg max. Available February 2023.

0273W Bikepack Waterproof with steel frame  102,95 € 0218WSA Bikepack X Waterproof incl. Contour Saddle Adapter 146,95 €

Bikepack X Compact Waterproof
Compact waterproof bikepacking saddlebag that can be mounted and 

removed in a flash without needing to fasten countless straps. Simply 

click the bag onto the Contour Saddle Adapter and fix the Velcro loop 

around the seatpost, the bag sits securely without swinging. Through 

this attachment paired with the stable internal structure Bikepack X bags 

have a higher load capacity of up to 4kg. The volume can be varied by 

the practical roll closure between 4,5 and 6,5 L, so that the contents in 

the padded main compartment are protected from slipping. The combi-

nation of lamp holder and reflector provides better visibility. 

 

49 x18 x15cm, 400g, 4,5 - 6,5L, 4kg max. Available February 2023.

0219WSA Bikepack X Compact incl. Contour Saddle Adapter   129,95 €
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Ø 10-16mm

9-16cm

UniKlip 2 – now even more flexible
Like its previous model, the new UniKlip 2 can be used on a wide 

variety of carriers, but is even more flexible, lighter and more 

compact. The two levers are now movable to easily evade obst-

ructive tubing. As a result, the new model fits on an even broader 

range of racks. The user only has to adjust the width once to the 

inner dimension of the particular carrier. 

3,7 x 22 x 17-24cm, 235g, 10kg max.  

+  light & compact, easy handling

+  for carrier rails with Ø 10-16mm, 

+  9 -16cm carrier width

+  obstructive tubing fits on V-shaped racks

+   compatible with spring clamp and integrated battery

Set down accessory – turn levers – done! 

Carrier rails Ø 10-16mm
The flexible rod springs ensure that the levers 

fix the accessory securely on nearly all carriers 

with Ø 10-16mm. Usually there is no need to 

remove the carrier‘s spring clamp.

UniKlip 2 Lock
The adapter can be retrofitted with a removable 

lock to secure the accessory on the carrier. 

The lock encases carrier rails with Ø 10 -16mm 

and protects the accessory against unwanted 

removal. 4,2 x 4,5 x 4,5cm, 54g.

Adjust width
The UniKlip 2 is adjustable to carrier widths 

9-16cm, even on V-shaped racks. Slightly 

loosen the four screws to move the rails sym-

metrically to the inner rack dimension.

Sliding levers
To ensure that that no tubes or the bike’s battery  

prevent the levers from locking into place com-

pletely when turning them downwards,  

the levers can be moved along the rod springs. 

For carriers with 9-16cm width

Adjust the UniKlip 2 once to inner dimension

The levers can be moved horizontally

along the rod springs

The UniKlip 2 lock 

can be retrofitted optionally

Automatic adjustment of the levers

on carriers with Ø 10-16mm



Box
0845UN 64,95€

Citybox
0847UN 178,95€

Carrybag GT
0305UNTR 154,95€

UniKlip 2
0212UN 37,50€

Bikebasket GT
0304UNTR 144,95€

UniKlip 2 Lock
0212US 19,95€

Rackpack Waterproof
0269UNW 112,95€

Rackpack Light
0268UNA 92,95€

Rackpack Light 
0268UNGR 96,50€

Rackpack XL
0268UNB 122,95€

Rackpack Touring
0264UN 147,95€

Rackpack 1 
0266UNA 105,50€

Rackpack 1 Plus
0266UNB 119,95€

Rackpack 2 
0267UNA 114,95€

Rackpack 2 Plus
0267UNB 122,95€

Rackpack City 
0265UN  124,95€
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Variable volume thanks to

foldout side pockets

One closed side, 

one with netting

Handle with Velcro 

to fix the shoulder strap

Rackpack Sport 
New Generation of rack packs with an extra stable construction and fresh 

look. Thanks to its innovative structure, it keeps its shape reliably even 

when riding in a sporty manner. With two side pockets, bottle compart-

ment, inner pocket, reflector, shoulder strap, rain cover and handle with 

velcro to secure the shoulder strap. 

19 x 37x 28cm, 950g (UniKlip 2), 12L, 6kg max. 

Available February 2023.

0269UAGR Rackpack Sport, UniKlip 2, grey 142,95 € 

0269UAS Rackpack Sport, UniKlip 2, black 135,95 € 

0269RAGR Rackpack Sport, , grey 136,95 € 

0269RAS Rackpack Sport, , black 129,95 €

Accessories with the new UniKlip 2
All previous accessories with UniKlip will be successively equipped 

with the new UniKlip 2.

Rackpack Sport Plus
New Generation of rack packs with an extra stable construction and fresh 

look. Thanks to its innovative structure, it keeps its shape reliably even 

when riding in a sporty manner. With two fold out side pockets, bottle 

compartment, inner pocket, reflector, shoulder strap, rain cover and 

handle with velcro to secure the shoulder strap. 

19/38 x 37 x 28cm, 1195g (UniKlip 2), 12-18L, 6kg max.

Available February 2023.

0269UBGR Rackpack Sport Plus, UniKlip 2, grey  163,95 € 

0269UBS Rackpack Sport Plus, UniKlip 2, black  155,95 € 

0269RBGR Rackpack Sport Plus, , grey 157,95 € 

0269RBS Rackpack Sport Plus, , black 149,95 €



Rain Cover S / M / L / XL
Protects against rain while increasing visibility! Waterproof welded Rain Cover in different sizes 

with reflectors on all sides. Usable for Reisenthel bike accessories and similarly sized bags and 

baskets. Available February 2023.

0372RC  Reisenthel Rain Cover S 16,50 € 

ideal for Reisenthel Roomy or  

compact handlebar bags

 

0303RC  Reisenthel Rain Cover M 18,95 € 

ideal for Reisenthel Bikebasket or  

Handlebar baskets like UniKorb, Structura

 

0371RC  Reisenthel Rain Cover L 20,95 € 

ideal for Reisenthel Roomy GT or  

compact panniers or Rackpacks

 

0305RC  Reisenthel Rain Cover XL 22,95 € 

ideal for Reisenthel Carrybag GT or  

rear baskets lengthwise and crosswise



Bikebasket – for handlebar
Three new designs for the bikebasket family with a colour-finished  

aluminium frame. Bikebasket is ideal for shopping or small trips,  

securing its contents under the drawstring cover. Inner and outer  

compartments and a detachable multipurpose pouch have room for keys, 

phone and wallet. A coupling for the KLICKfix Handlebar Adapter comes 

attached to its light aluminum frame.  

35 x 28 x 26cm, 15 L, 800g, 5kg max. Available February 2023.

0303TC Bikebasket twist coffee 75,95 €0303FI Bikebasket florist indigo  75,95 € 0303TR  Bikebasket twist sky rose 83,95 €

Carrybag GT – transverse, for carriers
Now also available in twist sky rose with a colour-finished aluminium 

frame. Thanks to the padded carrying handle and 24L volume ensure 

comfortable shopping while the drawstring makes sure everything stays 

in place. A solid thermoform base and stiffening plates ensure stability 

and a zipped pocket on the inside provides room for small items. The 

stiffening plates can be removed so that the basket can be folded flat. 

42 x 33 x 28cm, 24L, 1227g (UniKlip 2), 10kg max. Available February 2023.

Bikebasket GT – longitudinal, for carriers
Now also available in twist sky rose with a colour-finished aluminium  

frame. Light fabric basket with solid thermoform base and flexible carrying 

handles. The classic, slanted basket shape provides ample room for both 

saddle and rider. A drawstring cover makes sure that the contents stay 

in place and an inner zipped pocket provides room for small items. The 

stiffening plates can be removed so that the basket can be folded flat. 

33 x 42 x 27cm, 21L, 1077g (UniKlip 2), 10kg max. Available February 2023.

0305UNTR Carrybag GT, twist sky rose, UniKlip 2 154,95 € 

0305RTR Carrybag GT, twist sky rose,   149,95 € 

0304UNTR Bikebasket GT, twist sky rose, UniKlip 2 144,95 € 

0304RTR Bikebasket GT, twist sky rose,   138,95 € 



Roomy GT – for carriers
A stylish design for the new season. Extra spacious pannier that is a perfect 

match for its smaller handlebar sibling. It is easily loaded through its large 

opening and will happily swallow the day‘s shopping, but it is just as com-

fortable on a day trip or on the way to the office. The Vario E hooks ensure 

that it will fit virtually every carrier, even those with integrated batteries. 

25x 40 x 17cm, 12L, 1000g, 7kg max. Available February 2023.

0371TR  Roomy GT twist sky rose 88,95 €

Roomy – for handlebar
A stylish design for the new season. Cuts a fine figure, whether attached to 

the handlebar or as a fashionable shoulder bag. True to its name ‚Roomy‘, 

it is unexpectedly spacious and can swallow surprising amounts of cargo 

through its sizable opening. The sturdy construction ensures it always keeps 

its shape and it discreetly hides its flat adapter plate under a cover. 

24 x 22 x 13cm, 4L, 630g, 3kg max. Available February 2023.

0372TR  Roomy twist sky rose 82,95 €



KLICKfix® Shop System
The The variable KLICKfix® Shop System allows you to present our products in a clearly arranged 

and appealing manner. Through the integration of the KLICKfix® adapters, the functionality of the  

accessories can be convincingly demonstrated and tried out by the customer. All adapter modules  

are movable horizontally and vertically to allow for the perfect product arrangement.  

Useful details such as dividers, angle supports, brochure holders and magnetic guide cards create 

an overview and complete the high-quality look. 

 

The H140 shelving system (below) is suitable for freestanding presentation, as it can be equip-

ped on both sides and can either be used for presentation or as a selling space.  

The H220 wall shelf (right) impresses with a huge presentation space, illuminated headers,  

spacious drawers and light boxes with various motifs. 

Valuable, well elaborated  
and extremely variable 
These are the demands we place not 

only on our products, but also on our 

new store system. Carefully developed 

by ourselves to present functionality in a 

convincing and attractive way the special 

features of our products.  

  

+ two heights, 140cm and 220cm 

+ movable KLICKfix® adapters 

+ easily adjustable modules

+ modular construction, flexible assembly 

+ variable dividers & angle supports 

+ unlimited expandable system 

 

Shelf system H140 
+ spacious presentation area

+ standalone for usage in the room

+ can be equipped from both sides 

Wall shelf H220 
+ huge presentation area 

+ illuminated KLICKfix® headers

+ horizontal & vertical light boxes

+ spacious drawers

The modules are movable tool-free 

horizontally & vertically

 

Magnetic guide cards can be positioned on the 

wall to check stock and re-orders at a glance. 
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Korb Platte – now continously hight adjustable
All KLICKfix® wire and polyrattan baskets will be equipped step by step 

with the new Korb Platte. The new plate is easier to assemble and allows 

for continous height adjustment on all basket models. In the process of 

the changeover, the back panels of all baskets will also be adapted so 

that only the slots necessary for the height adjustment will remain.

8 x 2,5 x 10,8 cm, 92g, 7kg max. 

0211AN Korb Platte, Retrofit Kit available September 

all basketswi
th con�nuous

hight adjustmen
t


